Circa 5,000 consultants, designers, planners, engineers, and technical specialists provide services across the globe. Focusing on natural resources, urbanisation, and sustainability, RPS concentrates its expertise on the parts of project life cycles that have the biggest impact on project outcomes. Solving problems that matter to a complex, urbanising, resource-scarce world.
A global and complex shift in resource supply and consumption is underway, calling for the sustainable use and protection of natural resources.

**Driving demand for RPS services:**
- Growth in offshore wind and other renewables
- Increased interest in Carbon Capture and Storage
- AMP (UK water) cycle moving into peak spending years
- Flooding, pollution and drainage services

Organisations are seeking support to meet sustainability ambitions from setting strategic direction for ESG planning to reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

**Driving demand for RPS services:**
- Incorporation of sustainability into design and approval processes
- Net Zero Carbon ambitions
- Due diligence, transaction support and business improvement requirements

**POSITIONED TO RESPOND TO DEMAND AND MAKE COMPLEX EASY:**

**Connecting Blue Mountains’ communities**

Read the story at page 36.

**Berwick Bank – one of the world’s largest offshore wind opportunities**

Read the story at page 37.

**Restoring Ireland’s raised peatlands**

Read the story at page 38.